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Global non-life (P&C) insurance
regulations and taxes at a glance
Insight Compliance supplies insurance professionals with
essential regulatory and tax compliance information for
conducting non-life insurance business in over 170 markets
across the globe.
Information is available by line of business, with all
key subclasses covered, and regulatory topics range
from taxes and compulsory insurances to non-admitted
business and policy conditions. All data is delivered in a
timely and accessible way through Axco Insight, the new,
flexible information delivery platform from Axco that
allows subscribers to customise and filter data and view
information by line of business, market or topic.
Insight Compliance creates time-saving efficiencies
by providing a single, reliable source of compliance
information. All data is prepared and maintained by an
in-house team of research analysts and supported by the
intelligence secured by Axco industry specialists visiting
local supervisors, insurers, reinsurers and brokers in each of
the markets that Axco covers.

Key Benefits

1. Supplies business-critical
information on key regulatory
requirements for markets
worldwide
2. Delivered through Axco
Insight, with topics compiled
from clients’ most frequently
asked compliance questions
3. Offers a comprehensive,
customisable compliance
overview of multiple markets,
with the facility to view
line-of-business-specific
regulation.

www.axcoinfo.com
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Business-critical compliance data

Simple, accessible and flexible delivery

Insight Compliance offers an overview of the
key regulatory and tax compliance conditions
applicable to conducting insurance business in over
170 markets. It delivers essential information on
conducting non-admitted business, the taxes and
charges payable, and whether there are any local
compulsory classes of insurance.

All Insight Compliance information is delivered
through Axco Insight, the new, flexible information
delivery platform from Axco.

Axco’s data can help subscribers to keep up to date
with the requirements of the markets in which they
operate and offer an insight into markets they may
be looking to enter.
Insight Compliance delivers business-critical information
on key regulatory and compliance topics, including:
taxes, tariffs and charges split by insured, insurer and
reinsurer
compulsory classes
non-admitted positions
premium currency, collection and reserves
policy language and currency
local broker requirements

A single, reliable information resource
By bringing together the answers to insurance
professionals’ most frequently asked compliance
questions, Insight Compliance offers a single point
of reference for information on local insurance
regulatory requirements across the globe. It
eliminates the need to research, sort, translate and
verify multiple sources of regulatory information
from source languages, and Axco aims to provide
only the most accurate, relevant and up-to-date
insurance intelligence available.
Regular market visits and frequent updates ensure
that Insight Compliances shows the most current
regulatory and tax information available, and
subscribers can be confident of the reliability of
Axco reporting.

Axco Insight allows users to choose both the
information most relevant to them and the way in
which they view it. Multiple classes and subclasses
of business, topics, markets and regions can be
viewed simultaneously, and users can easily refine
the volume of data they wish to view and amend
their data selections at any point.
Concise and focused data applicable to a particular
line of business gives users the information
relevant to their individual regulatory requirements,
whilst the Insight Compliance format maintains
consistency and helps subscribers to quickly find
information and compare compliance data across
multiple lines of business and markets.
Information can then be sorted by market, line of
business or topic, and customised view preferences
can be altered by switching axes and columns.
Features of Insight Compliance
Access through the Axco Portal
Compare regulatory information side by side for
multiple territories and multiple lines of business
View general information on land size, climate,
population and language for each territory covered
Choose from among major lines of business or a class
tree of sub-classes
Follow a link to the full Axco Insurance Market Report
for greater market detail
Export data to Excel
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Lines of business covered
Accident
Assistance
Aviation
Business interruption
Clinical trials
Commercial and industrial property

Construction and engineering
Credit
Directors’ & Officers’ Liability
Employers’ Liability
Environmental liability
General liability

Goods in transit
Householder/homeowner property
Legal expenses
Marine
Miscellaneous financial loss
Motor

Oil and energy
Product liability
Professional liability
Sickness
Surety
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